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ABSTRACT
This paper describes a new approach to
modelling visual speech movements with
the help of a complex fuzzy-neural
network (FNN), putting a particular
emphasis on the input coding. The FNN
uses a set of characteristic key-pictures
derived from video films with prototypic
speakers. A later facial animation may be
created by arranging a sequence of key-
pictures with respect to the given phonetic
input text and a subsequent calculation of
interim frames. For this selection, The
FNN consists of a radial basis function
network. a multilayer perceptron and a
self-organizing Kohonen map.

Goal of the described work is the
developmant of a facial animation
program for the teaching of lip-reading
that may be applied in schools or
rehabilitation centers for hearing-impaired
people. The present version creates grey-
scale films on the computer screen that
correspond to a given input text. It is
implemeted on PC (MS-DOS) and is
prepared for additional connection to a
synchronized speech synthesis computer.

INTRODUCTION
Since the experimental work ofMenzerath
and de Lacerda [1] it is known that the
movements of the speech organs are
structurally interrelated within a spoken
context. The sound signals are created in
the course of a fully overlapping
coarticulation.

The resulting facial movements can
be treated as visual speech. While the
smallest speaker-independent perceptualunits of the acoustical signal are the
phonemes, the correlating visual speech
units are called visemes [2].

In spite of a large data reduction

visual speech contains usually sufficiant
information to enable hearing-impaired
people to lip-read. The largest part of
information is derived from the
movements of the mouth region.

Thus, this paper postulates the
modelling of facial movements that are
relevant forthe process oflip—reading with
the help of changes in the lip contours.
Although the development of a general
motion model on sophisticated animation
computers is desirable, this work
concentrates on the implementation ofone
realistic prototype model that can be used
in schools or rehabilitation centers. The
proposed motion model has to take the
resulting limitations in account. Other
approaches are, for instance, described in
[3-5].

DATA ACQUISITION
A block diagram ofthe complete analysis-
synthesis-system is shown in Figure 1. At
first, the acoustic speech signal and video
data of prototype speakers were recorded
on videotape and analyzed for a text
corpus of 84 sentences. Proposing a
speech model leads to characteristic
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Figure I. Visualspeech analysis-synthesis
system.
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speaker—dependent movement data.The

synthesis computer uses these data,

together with the speech model. for the

facial animation.
The data analysis consists of two

steps. the fixing of the sound boundaries

and the determination of phone-

characteristic single pictures. Both steps

have to be processed interactively.

The phone boundaries were

determined with the help of oscillograrn,

sonagram and acoustic feedback as

described in [6]. Then, those Video-frames

fitting best with the subjective

impressions of a well pronounced sound

were indicated with the help of both the

acoustic and visual material by different

experts in lip-reading. In some cases, e.g.

for the phonemes /h.g,k/, an exact

detennination was not possible; the

production ofthese sounds is only weakly

represented on the speaker‘s face and can

usually not be perceived by people who

lip—read. For this reason the existance of

either one or none characteristic picture 15

proposed. concerning the modelling as

well as the later facial animation [7].

The speech movements are charac-

terized by continuous quasi-periodic

opening and closing processes that are

reflected in the courses of the visual

features. Thus, the proposed motion model

is based on a library ofcharacteristic ’key-

pictures‘, ananged in the extrema pOSl—

tions, that allow to track the courses of

features. The interactively determined

characteristic pictures ofthe phonemes are

located in or at least close to these

extrema.
In order to compose the library of

key-pictures, the 'characteristic pictures'
of the text corpus were classified by a
FCM—algon'thm (see [8]) with respect to

lip Shape and position by using specific
visual features. The algorithm generates
optimum location ofthe clusters automati-
cally with respect to a given number of
clusters. The cluster centers in the feature
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space compose the library of represen-

tative key- pictures.
In order to guarantee reproducable

results some set points on nose and fore-

head and the contours of the lips were

marked with a fiourescent color. During

the recording the persons were slightly

radiated with UV light. An exemplary

single frame shows Figure 2, together wrth

the scheme of the feature extraction.
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Figure 2. a. Exomplwy single frame,

b. visuulfeuture extraction offrontal View.

KEY-PICTURE SELECTION

A library of ’key-pictures’ represents the

properties of a speaker’s speech move-

ments. There is no a pnon relation

between the phonemes and the correspon-

ding key-pictures. Thus, the unknown

mapping function was trained In_ a

complex artificial neural network Wllh

the help ofthe courses of Visual features
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for part ofthe spoken sentences. The other
part is taken for the evaluation of the
mapping quality.

The neural network considers
forward and backward coarticulation
effects by using an influence frame of
3+1+3 phonemes. The medium phoneme
in its context is related to one (resp. none)
key-picture. Pulling this 7xl-frame
through a given sequence of phonemes
creates a framework of pictures that
represent important stages for the courses
of visual features. The time distances
between two key-pictures are calculated
by averaging the time distances of the
corresponding interactively determined
pictures on the whole text corpus. The
phoneme to be mapped is ignored if there
was no characteristic picture to determine
in the video film. A block diagram of the
selection process is shown in Figure 3a.

Here, a key-picture out of the library
is related to the phoneme /o:/ considering
the dependencies of the proceeding and
following phonemes /a:_n_h/ and /f_’_i/.
The sign I’/ stands for an occlusional
sound in a word boundary. The approxi-
mation of given facial movements for a
sequence lPh1_Ph2_..._l of phonemes
by a sequence of key-pictures Kpi is
shown in Figure 3b. A morphing algo-
rithm for grey-scale pictures creates
interim frames at specific locations.

There are different approaches known
for mapping phoneme sequences on
speech pattern, as, for instance, the
NETtalk algorithm [9]. This paper
proposes the fuzzy neural network archi-
tecture seen in Figure 4 that considers
similarities among the visual phonematic
correlates. These serve for the input
coding and, on the other hand, take
influence on the network architecture [10].

For training, the FNN is cut at the
viseme layer and trained in three steps by
error-backpropagation:

- the phoneme-to-viseme-mapping with
the help of the viseme structure of
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Figure 3. a. Selection, b. placement of
key-pictures with respect to a given
phoneme sequence Ph, Phg.
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Figure 4. Block diagram of the fuzzy-
neural network (FNN).

German (see [11]) and the recorded
video material,

- the viseme-to-feature-vector mapping.
- the connected FNN with respect to the

video material.
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The exact placement of a key-picture in

the frame of the phone boundaries is

- depending on the context - also calcu-

lated with the help of an artificial neural

network.

EVALUATION OF THE NATURALNESS OF

THE FACIAL ANIMATION

For given phonetic input sequences, the

resulting computer animation program

produces similar courses of predicted

visual features as measured in the video

films. Despite of the fact that several

artifacts still occur, the general tendency

of opening and closing movements looks

very much alike (see Figure 6).

Figure 6. Measured (—) and predicted

(- - -) courses of the visual feature f,(1:).

Since even small local differences of the

actual courses of visual features may
result in a larger perceptual artefact and
vise versa, the naturalness of the
calculated videos has to be evaluated with
the help of those who can lip-read, i.e.
with hearing-impai red people. First results
for a simple demonstration version of the
animation program were investigated in a
school for hard-of-hearing children and
can be found in [12].
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